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"“New Sun Rising collaborates with Sopact as a thought partner.
Sopact helps us seamlessly tag all of our impact data through the
lens of UN SDG and help us organize, aggregate, and share impact
data at an individual enterprise, portfolio, and sub-portfolio level to
realize the collective impact.” -  Scott Wolovich, 

 Executive Director

New Sun Rising (NSR) designs and implements programs
that create economic opportunity, solve social challenges,
and strengthen community vibrancy. As a nonprofit
501(c)(3) charitable organization, NSR serves as an
educator, resource provider, connector, and activator of
neighborhood-scale innovation. 

New Sun Rising is also an Impact Accelerator that provides
capital and resources to local businesses in Pittsburg to
achieve “community vibrancy” through their products and
services. Their focus is on disinvested communities and
how regenerative growth strategies can be utilized for
equitable development.

ABOUT
NEW SUN RISING



 NSR wants to communicate its social
impact with partners and funders. Challenges

Manual data collection and aggregation.

Lack of ability to demonstrate the social
impact.

Lack of data insight to support
entrepreneurs to grow. Missing out on
maximizing social impact.

How to Accelerate Social Impact?



Easy metrics data collection with Impact Cloud

All impact data at one place resulting in easy
data management

Investment strategy for due diligence and
impact verification in place

Impact stories backed by solid outcome data.
The ability to easily incorporate the impact
dashboard into their overall Vibrancy
Dashboard improves their ability to
communicate with partners and funders. 

Global standards alignment, Portfolio
dashboard merged with Vibrancy dashboard

Time saved on data management, With
Impact Cloud, 

Using multiple tools

Complex data
management

Inefficient data
collection and analysis

Impact communication
is poor

Not getting impact data
from the entrepreneurs

Not getting visibility of
UN SDG alignment due
to disconnected
dashboards of the NSR
and Community
Vibrancy.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

DISCONNECTED
BEFORE 

ACCELERATING
AFTER 

How to Accelerate Social Impact?

New Sun Rising is using multiple tools to learn the
impact of their grantees/social enterprises in the
community. 

NSR is looking for a verifiable impact, the ability to
easily incorporate the impact dashboard into their
overall Vibrancy Dashboard improves their ability to
communicate with partners and funders. 

New Sun Rising

RESULT

"New Sun Rising collaborates with Sopact as a
thought partner. Sopact helps us seamlessly tag
all of our impact data through the lens of UN SDG
and help us organize, aggregate, and share
impact data at an individual enterprise, portfolio,
and sub-portfolio level to realize the collective
impact.



Core components of the project
Impact strategy
Data mapping & management
Global standards alignment
Stakeholder feedback
Social impact evidence

Sopact has built a deep impact capacity model that allows impact managers to
build step by step impact maturity of investment or programs, work collaboratively to
improve the outcome of each program or investment, and allows impact investors to
make a better decision on which program or investment is likely to have a better
social return on investment. 

Sopact Approach

Impact Journey
Building and documenting Impact strategy with an experienced team of
Sopact. 
Align the impact strategy with Theory of Change or Five dimensions of Impact
Management Project.
Identify and map all the system, operational, research data to learn impact.
Global standards alignment such as UN SDG.
Strategy to collect feedback from stakeholders with various tools integrated
with the Sopact Impact Cloud platform.
Social impact evidence with continuous data to make internal operational
decisions, external reporting, and maximizing impact.



Maximizing Impact

NSR has been able to reduce

the operational effort in the

data collection, data

aggregation, and data analysis,

which leaves them more time

to think of ways to improve

their strategy even further. 

IMPACT #1

NSR has an ability to easily

incorporate the impact

dashboard into their overall

Vibrancy Dashboard improves

their ability to communicate

with partners and funders. 

IMPACT #2

NSR can maximize social

impact with efficient impact

data management and

continuous learning to make

informed operational and

program decisions.

IMPACT #3
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